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Abstract This paper reports on the underlying IR problems encountered when indexing
and searching with the Bulgarian language. For this language we propose a general light
stemmer and demonstrate that it can be quite effective, producing significantly better MAP
(around + 34%) than an approach not applying stemming. We implement the GL2 model
derived from the Divergence from Randomness paradigm and find its retrieval effective-
ness better than other probabilistic, vector-space and language models. The resulting MAP
is found to be about 50% better than the classical tf idf approach. Moreover, increasing the
query size enhances the MAP by around 10% (from T to TD). In order to compare the
retrieval effectiveness of our suggested stopword list and the light stemmer developed for
the Bulgarian language, we conduct a set of experiments on another stopword list and also
a more complex and aggressive stemmer. Results tend to indicate that there is no statis-
tically significant difference between these variants and our suggested approach. This
paper evaluates other indexing strategies such as 4-gram indexing and indexing based on
the automatic decompounding of compound words. Finally, we analyze certain queries to
discover why we obtained poor results, when indexing Bulgarian documents using the
suggested word-based approach.
Keywords Cross-language information retrieval  Bulgarian IR  Stemmer 
Evaluation  Morphology
1 Introduction
The Slavic languages (e.g., Russian, Polish, Czech, Slovenian, Serbo-Croatian or Bul-
garian) predominate in Central and Eastern Europe, but only a very limited number of test
collections are available for this family of languages. For example, a Russian test
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collection was created during the 2003 and 2004 (Peters et al. 2005) CLEF campaigns, but
due to its small size (16,716 documents or 68 MB) we were not able to draw any definitive
conclusions. This was mostly due to the fact that numerous queries found only a fairy small
number of relevant items. For example, for seven queries out of a total of 28 for 2003, or
ten out of 34 for 2004, we found only one relevant document (and four other queries in
2003 and seven in 2004 found only two pertinent items). These rather limited results have a
clear impact on any comparative evaluations. For example, if a given IR system ranks the
only pertinent document in the first position, the average precision (AP) obtained for this
query is 1.0. On the other hand, if this item is ranked in second position, it obtains an AP of
only 0.5. When repeating this swapping between first and second places for all requests
having only one relevant item, the absolute difference in mean average precision (MAP)
for the 34 queries processed is 0.147 (or [0.510]/34), a relatively high value given that the
average MAP for this test collection is around 0.35 (Peters et al. 2005). As another
example, we may mention experiments done on the Slovenian language (Popovic and
Willett 1992) based also on a very small collection (504 documents, 48 queries).
The main objective of our paper is to describe some of the morphological difficulties
involved in working with the Bulgarian language, a Slavic language for which a larger test
collection was made available during the 2005 and 2006 CLEF evaluation campaigns
(Peters et al. 2006). We will also propose and evaluate a suitable light stemmer for this
Slavic language using different indexing and search strategies. The rest of this paper is
divided as follows. Section 2 presents the context and related works, while Sect. 3 depicts
the main characteristics of the test collection. Section 4 briefly describes the IR models
used during our experiments, while Sect. 5 evaluates them under different indexing and
stemming conditions and compares our suggested stemming and stopword list with other
variants. A query-by-query analysis will conclude this evaluation. The main findings of this
paper are summarized in Sect. 6.
2 Context and related work
2.1 Stopword list
In order to define pertinent matches between search keywords and documents, we removed
very frequently occurring terms having no important significance (e.g., the, in, but, some).
For the Bulgarian language, we first created a list of the top 200 most frequently occurring
forms found in the corpus, from which we removed certain words (e.g., police, govern-
ment, minister) as described in (Fox 1990). The final list derived by adding certain articles
(e.g., a = ‘‘tlby’’, ‘‘tlyf’’, this = ‘‘njpb’’, ‘‘nfpb’’, ‘‘njdf’’, these = ‘‘ntpb’’, …), pronouns
(e.g., I = ‘‘fp’’, he = ‘‘njq’’, she = ‘‘nz’’, it = ‘‘nj’’, them = ‘‘nt’’, you = ‘‘nt,t’’, ‘‘dbt’’,
‘‘nb’’, …), possessive pronouns (e.g., your = ‘‘ndjq’’, ‘‘ndjz’’, ‘‘ndjt’’, ‘‘ndjb’’, …),
prepositions (e.g., with = ‘‘c]c’’, of = ‘‘jn’’, in = ‘‘d’’, ‘‘d]d’’, for = ‘‘pf’’,…), conjunctions
(and = ‘‘b’’, but = ‘‘yj’’, ‘‘g]r’’ , …), very frequently occurring verb forms (e.g., am =
‘‘c]v’’, is = ‘‘t’’, was = ‘‘,tit’’, to have = ‘‘bvfv’’,…), and some words (e.g., yes = ‘‘lf’’).
The final stopword list contains 258 Bulgarian terms (see Table A.1 in the Appendix).
2.2 Characteristics of Bulgarian morphology
Bulgarian shares many characteristics with the other Slavic languages (e.g., Russian, Polish
or Czech), some morphological features with other Balkan languages (Greek, Albanian or
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Romanian), and generally with certain Indo-European languages (Sproat 1992). As with
the Latin or the German languages, in the Slavic languages the various grammatical cases
are usually marked by suffixes (e.g., the noun ‘‘city’’ in Russian could be written as
‘‘ujhjl’’ (nominative), ‘‘ujhjlf’’ (genitive) or ‘‘ujhjlt’’ (locative)). With the exception of
the vocative case however, these grammatical cases are usually not explicitly indicated by
a given suffix in the Bulgarian language (Allie`res 2000). As with the English language,
traces of these declensions are still detectable upon inspecting certain pronouns (e.g., ‘‘I’’
(nominative) and ‘‘me’’ (accusative)). These variations are usually included in stopword
lists and thus do not cause any specific IR problems.
Thus for the Bulgarian language we suggest that a light stemmer would be the easiest
solution. Other morphological features must however be taken into account. Bulgarian has
three genders (masculine, feminine and neutral), and plural forms comprising more vari-
ations than in English (where the usual suffix is the ‘-s’, however there are certain
exceptions as in ‘‘foot/feet’’). In Bulgarian the plural is represented by various suffixes
(e.g., ‘‘rjvg.n]h’’/‘‘rjvg.nhb’’ (computer/s), ‘‘bvt’’/‘‘bvtyf’’ (name/s), or ‘‘uhfl’’/
‘‘uhfljdt’’ (city/-ies)). The same suffix may be used with different genders (e.g., the ‘-b’
used usually to denote the plural). One of the difficult aspects of Bulgarian morphology is
that the stem may vary (e.g., ‘‘vzcnj’’/‘‘vtcnf’’ (place/s) or in ‘‘lty’’/‘‘lyb’’ (day/s)). To
remove the suffix denoting the plural form, we created 10 rules for our stemmer.
Unlike the morphology of other Slavic languages, Bulgarian employs a suffix to indi-
cate the definite article (the). For example, the neutral noun ‘‘vjht’’ (sea) becomes
‘‘vjhtnj’’ (the sea), which in the plural becomes ‘‘vjhtnf’’ (seas) and ‘‘vjhtnfnf’’ (the
seas). For feminine nouns the definite article is represented by various suffixes (e.g., ‘-nf’)
and its plural form (e.g., ‘-nt’). For masculine nouns, there are two possibilities (namely
‘-]n’ or ‘-f’ and ‘-zn’ or ‘-z’), each with a long or short form. The selection of either the
long or short form depends on the noun’s function in the sentence. The long form is used
when a masculine noun serves as verb subject and the short form for other grammatical
cases (e.g., ‘‘cby’’ (son) becomes ‘‘cby]n’’ (the son, long form) or ‘‘cbyf’’ (short form)).
The second possibility is ‘‘rjy’’ (horse), ‘‘rjyzn’’ (the horse) or ‘‘rjyz’’, which in the
plural becomes ‘‘rjyt’’ (horses) and ‘‘rjytnt’’ (the horses). In our light stemmer, 7 rules
are applied to control the removal of the definite article. Note also that in Bulgarian the
indefinite articles (a/an) are not represented by a suffix, but they appear on their own (e.g.
‘‘tlyj vjht’’ (a sea), while other forms are ‘‘tlby’’ (for masculine noun), ‘‘tlya’’ (femi-
nine) and ‘‘tlyb’’ (plural)).
As with many languages, the suffixes assigned to adjectives agree with the attached
noun in gender and number (e.g., ‘‘kel’’ (mad) in masculine gives ‘‘kelf’’ in feminine,
‘‘kelj’’ in neutral, and ‘‘kelb’’ in plural). Such a general rule may hide certain particu-
larities, such as in the sentence ‘‘,fofnf t lj,]h’’ (father-the is good) or ‘‘lj,hbzn ,fof’’
(good-the father).
2.3 Stemming strategies
The stemming process is used to conflate word variants into a common stem (or form when
the string cannot be found in the language). When indexing documents or requests in IR,
stemming is assumed to be a good practice. For example, when a query contains the word
‘‘horse,’’ it seems reasonable to also retrieve documents containing the related word
‘‘horses.’’ Effective stemming procedures may also be helpful for other purposes, such as
text data mining, natural language processing or gathering statistics on a document corpus.
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The n-gram indexing strategy is however viewed as an exception to this rule (McNamee
and Mayfield 2004), given that this approach does not usually apply a stemming stage.
As a first approach to designing a stemmer, we begin by removing only inflectional
suffixes so that singular and plural word forms (e.g., ‘‘dogs’’ and ‘‘dog’’) or feminine and
masculine variants (e.g., ‘‘actress’’ and ‘‘actor’’) will conflate to the same root. Stemming
schemes that remove only morphological inflections are termed as ‘‘light’’ suffix-stripping
algorithms, while more sophisticated approaches have also been proposed to remove
derivational suffixes (e.g., ‘-ment’, ‘-ably’, ‘-ship’ in the English language). Those sug-
gested by Lovins (1968) or by Porter (1980) are typical English language uses. When
considering other Indo-European languages, we can find stemmers suggested for the
German (Braschler and Ripplinger 2004), Dutch (Kraaij and Pohlman 1996), Swedish
(Hedlund et al. 2001; Ahlgren and Keka¨la¨inen 2007), French (Savoy 1999), Slovene
(Popovic and Willett 1992), modern Greek (Kalamboukis 1995), Latin language (Schinke
et al. 1998) or more generally during the various CLEF evaluation campaign (Peters et al.
2006). Of course, stemmers for members of other language families can be found such as
for the Finnish (Alkula 2001), Hungarian (Savoy 2007), or Turk language (Ekmekc¸ioglu
and Willett 2000). Stemming procedures have been suggested for other non-European
languages as for example the Arabic (Chen and Gey 2003), (Savoy and Rasolofo 2003),
Malay (Ahmad et al. 1996) or Indonesia language (Asian et al. 2004), but such word
normalization procedure has no or little impact in other cases such as for the Chinese,
Japanese or Korean language (Savoy 2005).
Stemming schemes are usually designed to work with general text in any given language.
Certain stemming procedures may however be especially designed for a specific domain
(e.g., medicine) or a given document collection. For example Xu and Croft (1998) suggest
that statistical stemming procedures be developed using a corpus-based approach, more
closely reflecting the language used (including characteristic word frequencies and other
co-occurrence statistics), instead of a set of morphological rules in which the frequency of
each rule (and therefore its underlying importance) is not precisely known. To measure the
frequency of each possible suffix, Kettunen and Airo (2006) have studied the Finnish
language. In theory Finnish nouns have around 2,000 different forms, yet most of these
forms rarely occur in actual collections. As a matter of fact 84 to 88% of the occurrences of
inflected nouns in Finnish are generated by only six out of a possible 14 cases.
Stemming procedures ignore word meanings and thus tend to make errors, usually due
to over-stemming (e.g., ‘‘general’’ becomes ‘‘gener’’ and ‘‘organization’’ is reduced to
‘‘organ’’) or to under-stemming (e.g., with Porter’s stemmer, the words ‘‘create’’ and
‘‘creation’’ do not conflate to the same root). In analyzing the IR stemming performance of
three different stemming strategies, Harman (1991) demonstrated that no statistically
significant improvements could be obtained. A query-by-query analysis revealed however
that stemming did indeed affect performance, even though the number of queries showing
improvements was nearly equal to the number of queries showing decreased performance.
Other studies (limited to the English language only), show that applying a stemmer may
lead to modest improvements (Hull 1996) or small degradation (Abdou et al. 2006). When
compared with approaches that ignored stemming however, differences were not always
statistically significant (Abdou et al. 2006).
When evaluating two different stemming strategies, Di Nunzio et al. (2004) showed that
relative retrieval performances vary for each of the five languages studied. This means that
any given stemming approach may work well for one language but not for another. When
compared to statistical stemmers, Porter’s stemmers seem to work slightly better. Braschler
and Ripplinger (2004) showed that for short queries in German, stemming may enhance
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mean average precision by 23%, compared to 11% for longer queries. Finally, Tomlinson
(2004) evaluated the differences between Porter’s stemmer and the lexical stemmer (based
on a dictionary of the language involved). Moreover for the Finnish and German lan-
guages, Tomlinson (2004) found that the lexical stemmer based on a dictionary and a more
complex morphological analysis tended to produce statistically significant results, while
for seven other languages the performance differences were small and insignificant.
2.4 Compound words
Compound word construction (e.g., handgun, viewfinder) is another morphological char-
acteristic that may have an impact on retrieval effectiveness. Most European languages
allow some form of compound construction, indicated by a hyphen sign in some cases (e.g,
in French ‘‘porte-clefs’’ (key ring)) or by a suffix attached to the genitive case (e.g., in
German with the ‘‘-s’’ suffix in ‘‘Lebensversicherungsgesellschaftsangestellter’’ = ‘‘Leben’’
(life) + ‘‘-s’’ + ‘‘Versicherung’’ (insurance) + ‘‘-s’’ + ‘‘Gesellschaft’’ (company) + ‘‘-s’’ +
‘‘Angestellter’’ (employee)). In general however no ‘‘glue’’ is used to build a compound
from two or more words, as in the English (viewpoint) or German language (‘‘Bankang-
estelltenlohn’’). Such word composition is not limited to the Germanic family, and in
Finnish similar constructions are possible, such as ‘‘rakkauskirje’’ = ‘‘rakkaus’’ (love) and
‘‘kirje’’ (letter). In Bulgarian, we also encounter this word formation as, for example,
‘‘hflbjfgfhfn’’ = ‘‘hflbj’’ (radio) + ‘‘fgfhfn’’ (receiver), or in ‘‘vbhjjgfpdfyt’’ = ‘‘vbh’’
(peace) + ‘‘jgfpdfyt’’ (keeping).
The real underlying difficulty is not the presence of such compound forms but the fact
that there may be variant forms found among requests and relevant documents. Recently,
Braschler and Ripplinger (2004) showed that decompounding German words could sig-
nificantly improve retrieval performance. In order to automatically break up compound
words into their various components, Chen (2003) or Savoy (2004) suggest using a word
list and then obtaining their frequencies directly from the training corpus.
3 Test collection
The corpus used in our experiments consists of articles extracted from the newspapers Sega
and Standartpublished in 2002. This corpus was made available for the CLEF evaluation
campaigns in 2005 (Peters et al. 2006) and 2006, and contains 69,195 documents or around
213 MB of data, encoded in UTF-8. On average, each article contains about 133.7
indexing terms having a standard deviation of 145 (min: 1, max: 2,805). A typical doc-
ument in this collection begins with a short title (\TITLE[tag), usually followed by the first
paragraph under the\LEAD[ tag, and finally the body (\TEXT[and\P[ tags), as shown in
Fig. 1.
This test collection contains 99 topics (an example is given in Fig. 2), subdivided into
four different fields; namely a unique identifier (\NUM[), a brief title (\TITLE[), a full
statement of the user’s information need (\DESC[), and some background information that
helps in assessing the topic (\NARR[). The available topics cover various subjects (e.g.,
‘‘Oil Price Fluctuation’’, or ‘‘Human Cloning and Ethics’’), and include both regional
(‘‘Hungarian–Bulgarian Relationships’’) and international coverage. In order to work
within more realistic conditions, we mainly evaluate our system using queries that contain
only the title section (or, in short, T) or both the title and descriptive parts (TD).
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The relevance judgments were made by human assessors during the CLEF 2005
evaluation campaign for Topics #251 to #300, and in year 2006 for Topics #301 to 325 and
Topics #351 to #375. Topic #292 was removed because no relevant information on it was
found in the corpus. From an inspection of these relevance assessments, the average
number of relevant articles per topic was 20.47 (median: 12; standard deviation: 22.51).
Three topics (#258, #272, and #296) had only one pertinent document while Topic #316
(‘‘Strikes’’) had the greatest number of relevant articles (158).
4 IR models
In order to obtain a broader view of the relative merit of the various retrieval models and
stemming approaches, we used two vector-space schemes and three probabilistic models.
First we adopted the classical tf idf model, wherein the weight attached to each indexing
term was the product of its term occurrence frequency (or tfij for indexing term tj in
document di) and its inverse document frequency (or idfj). To measure similarities between
<DOC>
<DOCNO> NST2002-04-17-043 </DOCNO>
<TITLE>
 </TITLE>
<AUTHOR>  </AUTHOR>
<DATE> 11/02/2002 </DATE>
<RUBRIC> thecountry </RUBRIC>
<LEAD>  </LEAD>
<LEAD>
</LEAD>
<TEXT>
<P> , - ,  3 
 """ """.  33- .
, 25 ., -
.
,
, . ,
.
,
.
. -
 - .  </P>
</DOC>
Fig. 1 Example of an article about ‘‘addiction to Internet’’
<NUM>  255  </NUM>
<TITLE>  Internet Junkies  </TITLE>
<DESC>  Does frequent use of the Internet cause addiction?  </DESC>
<NARR>  Relevant documents discuss whether regular use of the Internet is habit-
forming and can lead to physiological or psychological dependence  </NARR>
<NUM>  255  </NUM>
<TITLE>   </TITLE>
<DESC> ? </DESC>
<NARR>
  </NARR>
Fig. 2 Example of a topic description in English and Bulgarian languages
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documents and requests, we computed the inner product after normalizing (cosine) the
indexing weights (for more information, see Chapt. 2 in (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto
1999)).
Better weighting schemes were suggested during the TREC evaluation campaigns,
especially in those schemes that assigned more importance to the first occurrence of a term,
compared to any successive and repeated occurrences. Therefore, the tf component was
computed as the ln(tfij) + 1. Moreover, we might assume that a term’s presence in a shorter
document would provide stronger evidence than in a longer document, leading to more
complex IR models; for example the IR model denoted by ‘‘Lnu’’ (Buckley et al. 1996).
In addition to these two vector-space schemes, we also considered probabilistic models
such as that of Okapi (Robertson et al. 2000). As a second probabilistic approach we
implemented the Geometric-Laplace (GL2) model, taken from the Divergence from
Randomness (DFR) framework (Amati and van Rijsbergen 2002) wherein the two infor-
mation measures formulated below are combined:
wij ¼ Inf1ij  Inf2ij ¼ log2½Prob1ij  ð1  Prob2ijÞ ð1Þ
where Probij
1 is the pure chance probability of finding tfij occurrences of the term tj in a
document. On the other hand, Prob2ij is the probability of encountering a new occurrence of
term tj in the document, given tfij occurrences of this term had already been found. The
GL2 model was based on the following formulae:
Prob1ij ¼ ½1=ð1 þ kjÞ  ½kj=ð1 þ kjÞtfij with kj ¼ tcj=n ð2Þ
Prob2ij ¼ tfnij=ðtfnij þ 1Þ with tfnij ¼ tfij  log2½1 þ ððc  mean dlÞ=liÞ ð3Þ
where tcj is the number of occurrences of term tj in the collection, n the number of
documents in the corpus, li the length of document di, mean dl (=150), the average doc-
ument length, and c a constant (fixed at 1.75).
Finally, we also considered an approach based on a language model (LM) (Hiemstra
2000), known as a non-parametric probabilistic model (the Okapi and GL2 are viewed as
parametric models). Probability estimates would thus not be based on any known distri-
bution (as in Eq. 2), but rather estimated directly and based on occurrence frequencies in
document di or the entire C corpus. Within this language model paradigm, various
implementations and smoothing methods might also be considered, and in this study we
adopted a model proposed by Hiemstra (2000) as described in Eq. 4, which combines an
estimate based on document (P[tj|di]) and corpus (P[tj|C]).
P½dijq ¼ P½di 
Y
tj2Q
½kj  P½tjjdi þ ð1  kjÞ  P½tjjC with
P½tjjdi ¼ tfij=li and P½tjjC ¼ dfj=lc with lc ¼
X
k
dfk
ð4Þ
where kj is a smoothing factor (fixed at 0.35 for all indexing terms tj), dfj indicates the
number of documents indexed with the term tj, and lc is a constant related to the underlying
corpus C.
In Eq. 4, P[di] is the prior probability that the document di is pertinent. This value was
ignored in our experiments because it did not vary across documents and thus did not
change the final ranking. For web searches, this probability may vary across different web
pages, depending on the number of incoming links, page length or page position within the
web site (Kraaij et al. 2002).
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5 Evaluation
To evaluate our various IR schemes, we adopted the mean average precision (MAP)
computed by the trec_eval software in order to measure retrieval performance (based on a
maximum of 1,000 retrieved records). To statistically determine whether or not a given
search strategy would be better than another, we applied the non-parametric bootstrap test
(Savoy 1997). In our statistical tests, the null hypothesis H0 stated that the two retrieval
schemes used in the comparison produce similar MAP performance. Thus, in the experi-
ments presented in this paper, statistically significant differences were detected by a two-
sided test (significance level 95%) based on the mean (more precisely the MAP), and the
corresponding computations were done using R (Crawley 2005). To complete such an
overall evaluation we analyzed the retrieval performance of some queries, in order to
obtain a better understanding of the effect of a given search strategy.
5.1 IR models & stemming evaluation
Table 1 depicts the MAP achieved by five different IR models with and without stemming.
In this table, the best performance under a given condition is shown in bold. The first
column indicates the tested IR model and the second (labeled ‘‘None’’) lists the retrieval
performance when ignoring the stemming procedure. The third column (labeled ‘‘Light’’)
lists the results of a light stemming approach, adapted to remove only the gender, the
number, the vocative case and the definite article. All the rules included in our light
Bulgarian stemmer are depicted in Table A.2 in the Appendix.
Using the best performance as a baseline, we wanted to compare the retrieval effec-
tiveness with other search models under the same condition (or same column). Statistically
significant differences are indicated by an asterisk (‘‘*’’) next to the corresponding MAP
value. Table 1 thus shows that the Okapi model provided the best retrieval performance
when we ignored the stemming (under the label ‘‘None’’), while the GL2 provided the best
MAP after stemming. The performance differences between the three probabilistic models
(Okapi, GL2, and LM) were not significant. The difference between the best IR model and
the vector-space approaches were however usually statistically significant. When the GL2
was compared with the classical tf idf with stemming, the relative difference was around
50% (0.2590 vs. 0.1708).
Stemming strategies need to be compared column by column. As a baseline, we used
the IR performances obtained when ignoring the stemming procedure. After applying the
Table 1 MAP of stemming
approach using short queries (T)
and various IR models
Mean average precision
\ Stemmer IR Model None Light
GL2 0.1783 0.2590
Okapi 0.1841 0.2541
LM 0.1795 0.2537
Lnu-ltc 0.1821 0.2345*
tf idf 0.1479* 0.1708*
Difference % +33.8%
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light stemming, the performance was always statistically better (values underlined in
Table 1) than those achieved when stemming was ignored. Moreover, as depicted in the
last row, the mean difference over the baseline was 33.8%.
Mean values, as with other summary statistics, may hide irregularities between queries
and thus it is always advisable to take a closer look at certain performance differences.
Using the GL2 model, the number of queries resulting in better average precision (AP)
after stemming was 68, while for the 25 other queries, the search system without stemming
performed better. For six queries, the same AP was achieved by both search strategies
(namely Topic #272 ‘‘Czech President’s Background’’ with an AP: 0.1429, Topic #281
‘‘Radovan Karadzic’’ with an AP: 0.2778, Topic #306 ‘‘ETA Activities in France’’ with an
AP: 0.5, #324 ‘‘Supermodels’’, AP 0.0, #360 ‘‘Water on Mars’’ with an AP 0.81, and Topic
#367 ‘‘East Timor Independence’’ with an AP: 0.95). In some cases, the stemmer removed
the final suffix, as for example the words ‘‘background’’ (Topic #272), ‘‘activities’’ (Topic
#306) or ‘‘France’’ (Topic #306), or the last letter of the words ‘‘supermodels’’ (Topic
#324), or ‘‘water’’ (Topic #360). Such stemming modifications did not have any effect on
retrieval effectiveness and thus both strategies performed with equal effectiveness. Finally,
in some cases the stemming had no effect, as in Topic #281 (‘‘Radovan Karadzic’’) which
had the identical query, with or without stemming.
The largest performance difference between an approach with and without stemming
was achieved by Topic #279 (‘‘Swiss referendums’’), having six relevant items. After
stemming, the AP was 0.9167 (relevant items ranked in positions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 12) and
only 0.2753 without stemming (relevant items in positions 8, 14, 18, 19, 30, 153). The
plural form of the term ‘‘referendum’’ occurs only in 32 documents and thus cannot be very
helpful in promoting relevant articles that contain the singular form. For this query,
removing the plural suffix was clearly more effective. Of course we encountered the same
difficulty with the second term ‘‘idtqwfhbz’’ (Switzerland) which was not able to retrieve
articles containing the adjective form (‘‘idtqwfhcrb’’), when we ignored the stemming
procedure.
5.2 Using different topic formulations
Previously we had only considered the shortest topic formulation (see example given in
Fig. 2). During the CLEF campaigns, the official evaluation was based on queries com-
posed of the topic’s title and descriptive parts (TD). Finally, we also considered the longest
query formulation using all topic fields (TDN), as shown in Table 2.
For all these topic formulations, the GL2 probabilistic model performed the best, but the
performance differences with the Okapi or the LM model were never statistically signif-
icant. When comparing the GL2 model with the vector-space approaches, performance
differences were always significant (indicated by an ‘‘*’’).
Using the performance achieved by the shortest query formulation (T) as a baseline, the
data depicted in Table 2 indicates that with the GL2 and Okapi models, including the
descriptive part (TD), did not significantly improve IR performance. However, when
including both the descriptive and narrative (TDN) parts, the MAP was always statistically
significant as compared to the T formulation (values underlined).
As shown in Fig. 2, the inclusion of the descriptive part (D) in the query generation may
add related and pertinent terms such, as ‘‘frequent use’’ or ‘‘addiction’’ with Topic #255
(‘‘Internet Junkies’’). The second row in Table 2 shows the average number of distinct
search terms per query, a value that increased from 2.52 for the shortest query formulation
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(T) to 7.48 for the title and descriptive parts (TD), and to 15.8 for the longest query
formulation (TDN).
Although it is important to apply a statistical test, it is also important to inspect the
actual data. Upon inspecting the differences between the Okapi and GL2 model using TDN
query formulation, for example, the MAP values were 0.2922 and 0.2994 respectively, and
thus the differences were quite small (0.0072 in absolute value, or 2.5%). Using the
bootstrap test, the difference detected was not significant, due to the small performance
differences of many queries. For 63 queries the GL2 obtained better AP, while for the 33
others the Okapi model performed better (for three queries, we obtained the same AP).
Using the Sign-test (where only the direction difference was taken into account), the
p-value would be 0.002879, indicating that the 63 ‘‘ + ’’ and 33 ‘‘–’’ were not simply the
result of a random effect. Even though in this particular case both statistical tests based on
different information did not agree, usually their conclusions tended to corroborate and
lead to the same conclusion (Abdou and Savoy 2006).
The largest differences between the T and TD query formulations were achieved with
Topic #256 (‘‘Creutzfeldt–Jakob Disease’’), having two relevant items. With the shortest
query formulation (T), the AP was 0.2551 and the relevant documents were ranked in
positions 2 and 198. The TD query improved the AP (0.625) by ranking the relevant
articles in positions 1 and 8. In this case, the T query was composed of two terms, namely
‘‘<jktcn’’ (disease, with a document frequency (df) of 1,118), and ‘‘Rhjqwatkl-Zrj,’’
(df=5). This short request was not able to rank the second relevant document higher
because it contained the form ‘‘Rhjqwatkl-Zrj,c’’ (with a final ‘-c’). For this request, the
TD formulation was able to rank the relevant items higher in the output list, given
increased number of terms in common with the query. For example, they included the
terms ‘‘kelf’’ (mad), and ‘‘rhfdf’’ (cow). However other words included in the D part and
that were not present in the pertinent articles did not hurt the ranking process (e.g.,
‘‘Spongiform’’ occurred in a single document).
5.3 Another stopword list and stemmer
It should be noted that when developing our stopword list, we had to make certain arbitrary
decisions as to whether or not we would include a particular form (Fox 1990), (Savoy
1999). Thus another stopword list could very well have achieved the same objective,
namely to allow pertinent matches between search keywords and documents. For the
Table 2 MAP of various topic
formulations
Mean average precision
\ Stemmer T TD TDN
\ mean query size 2.52 7.48 15.8
GL2 0.2590 0.2826 0.2994
Okapi 0.2541 0.2805 0.2922
LM 0.2537 0.2822 0.2950
Lnu-ltc 0.2345* 0.2615* 0.2769*
tf idf 0.1708* 0.1937* 0.2044*
Difference % + 11.1% + 16.9%
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Bulgarian language, such an alternative stopword list was suggested during the CLEF-2005
evaluation campaign. Listed under the heading ‘‘BTB’’, this list contains 804 forms and is
available at www.bultreebank.org/resources/BTB-StopWordList.zip. Clearly it is longer
than our list of 258 entries, but there are 176 terms (or 68%) common to the two lists. By
contrast, commercial information systems tend to adopt a more conservative approach,
using only a few stopwords. The DIALOG system for example uses only 9 items when
indexing English documents (namely ‘‘an,’’ ‘‘and,’’ ‘‘by,’’ ‘‘for,’’ ‘‘from,’’ ‘‘of,’’ ‘‘the,’’
‘‘to,’’ and ‘‘with’’) (Harter 1986).
Table 3 lists the retrieval effectiveness of both stopword lists using either the short
query formulation (T) or using both the title and descriptive sections (TD) of topic
descriptions. As shown in Table 3, both stopword lists performed equally well. For
example, using the GL2 model and with T query formulation, the difference between the
two stopword lists is rather small (0.2590 vs. 0.2555 with an absolute difference of 0.0035,
or 1.3%). A query-by-query analysis reveals that only three queries out of 99 resulted in an
AP difference greater than 0.05. For 37 queries, our stopword list resulted in better AP,
while for 38 others, the BTB stopword list performed better (for 24 queries, we obtained
the same AP). Using the MAP achieved by our stopword list as baseline, the statistical test
did not detect any significance differences between the performances achieved by both
stopword lists.
Recently Nakov (2003) suggested a stemmer for the Bulgarian language, based on a
large morphological dictionary (889,665 forms) and a learning algorithm. In this case, the
machine learning process develops suffix removal rules in accordance with the part of
speech class, a short remainder context (the ending for the proposed stem), and their
frequency. In accordance with the recommended setting, we loaded 22,199 rules out of a
total of 30,755 rules. In this case, the removal of suffixes is based on the longest possible
rule and the stemmer may also remove certain derivational endings (e.g., as ‘-ment’,
‘-ably’, ‘-ship’ in the English language). Moreover, while Nakov’s approach takes
numerous verb forms into account, the scope of the suggested light stemmer is limited to
nouns and adjectives. Trying to remove most of the inflectional suffixes for a given
language implies that numerous verb forms must be taken into account during the suffix
removal process. Trying numerous suffixes may consequently impair overall effectiveness,
as shown for other languages such as German, Portuguese and Hungarian (Savoy 2006).
An overall evaluation for the light and Nakov stemmers is listed in Table 4, under two
different topic formulations.
The data in Table 4 indicates that MAP differences between the two stemmers are
usually small. As mentioned previously, none of the performance differences can be
viewed as statistically significant. For example, for the GL2 model and T query formu-
lation, the light stemmer results in a MAP of 0.2590 vs. 0.2655 for Nakov’s stemmer
Table 3 MAP using two
different stopword lists and topic
formulations
Mean average precision
\ Stopword list T T (BTB) TD TD (BTB)
GL2 0.2590 0.2555 0.2826 0.2782
Okapi 0.2541 0.2539 0.2805 0.2796
LM 0.2537 0.2527 0.2822 0.2750
Lnu-ltc 0.2345* 0.2360 0.2615* 0.2616
tf idf 0.1708* 0.1708* 0.1937* 0.1930*
Mean difference % –0.0% –0.0%
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(absolute difference of 0.0065, or 2.4%). In this case Nakov’s stemmer results in better AP
for 52 queries, while the light approach performs better for 37 other queries (the same AP
was obtained for the 10 remaining queries). An analysis of the largest AP differences
between the two stemmers would provide us with a better understanding of their respective
strengths and weakness.
The largest performance difference in favor of the light stemmer was obtained with
Topic #320 (‘‘Energy Crises’’ owning seven relevant documents). With the light stemmer,
the AP is 0.6167 (relevant items ranked in positions 1, 2, 3, 8, 15, 24 and 30) while with
Nakov’s approach this query achieved an AP of 0.008 (relevant items ranked in positions
195, 201, 230, 273, 714, 914 and 1230). From the topic’s title ‘‘tythubqyb rhbpb’’, the light
stemmer produced the query ‘‘tythubqy rhbp’’ (it removed the last letter ‘-b’ for both
terms) while the corresponding query based on the Nakov’s stemmer was ‘‘tythub rhbpb’’.
The noun ‘‘rhbpf’’ is the singular form of ‘‘rhbpb’’ (crises). The singular form appears in
all relevant documents and the stem ‘‘rhbp’’ as produced by the light stemmer is useful for
extracting it. On the other hand, the second term ‘‘tythubqyb’’ was the adjective plural
form (‘-b’), from the term ‘‘tythubz’’ (energy) and it is used in the sense ‘‘of the energy’’.
With the Nakov’s approach, the resulting stem ‘‘tythub’’ is correct but it appears in 2,029
documents, while the longest form produced by the light stemmer occurs in only 1,166
documents, including all relevant articles.
On the other hand, Nakov’s stemmer resulted in the largest performance difference with
Topic #296 (‘‘Public Performances of Liszt’’ appearing in one relevant article). The GL2
model using the light stemmer achieved a moderate AP of 0.05 (the relevant item appears
in the 20th rank) and with Nakov’s stemmer, the AP was 0.5 (the single relevant item
appeared in the second position). This difference can be explained in the following way. In
Bulgarian, the topic title is ‘‘Ge,kbxyb bpg]kytybz yf ndjh,b yf Kbcn’’. With Nakov’s
algorithm, the same plural form ‘‘ndjh,b’’ appears both in the query and in the relevant
document. Moreover, the personal name (‘‘Kbcn’’—Liszt) appears only in 260 documents
when using Nakov’s stemmer as compared to 1,090 with the light stemmer. In the latter
case, the search keyword ‘‘kbcn’’ (also meaning ‘‘leaf’’ in Bulgarian) was conflated with
the form ‘‘kbcnf’’ (‘‘list’’, ‘‘menu’’) using the light stemmer.
5.4 Automatic decompounding
As a third indexing strategy, we decided to automatically decompound Bulgarian com-
pound words (e.g., ‘‘hflbjfgfhfn’’ = ‘‘hflbj’’ (radio) + ‘‘fgfhfn’’ (receiver)) according to
our decompounding algorithm (all details are given in (Savoy 2004)). In German
Table 4 MAP using two
different stemmers and topic
formulations
Mean average precision
\ Stemmer T (light) T (Nakov) TD (light) TD (Nakov)
GL2 0.2590 0.2655 0.2826 0.2800
Okapi 0.2541 0.2584 0.2805 0.2642*
LM 0.2537 0.2629 0.2822 0.2677
Lnu-ltc 0.2345* 0.2421* 0.2615* 0.2651
tf idf 0.1708* 0.1802* 0.1937* 0.2013*
Mean difference % 3.3% –0.1%
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compound constructions are frequent, and we found decompounding them may have a
positive impact (Braschler and Ripplinger 2004) on retrieval effectiveness. As shown in
Table 5, our automatic decompounding approach slightly increased the mean query size
from 2.52 to 2.87 for the T query formulation. The IR performances stayed relatively the
same. With word-based queries as a baseline, we found no statistically significant
difference.
A query-by-query analysis reveals that by using the GL2 model (T queries), 74 queries
out of 99 resulted in absolute AP differences of less than 0.05 (92 out of 99 had an absolute
difference of less than 0.1). An analysis of the largest AP differences between the two
indexing schemes would thus provide us a better understanding of their respective
strengths and weakness.
With T queries and the GL2 model, the decompounding indexing strategy resulted in
better AP (0.5485) for Topic #373 (‘‘Hungarian–Bulgarian Relationships’’, with 44 rele-
vant items). With the word-based indexing approach, we obtained an AP of 0.0232 with the
query for the words {‘‘,]kufhj-eyufhcr’’ and ‘‘dh]pr’’}. The decompounded query con-
tained three stems, namely {‘‘,]kufh’’, ‘‘eyufhcr’’ and ‘‘dh]pr’’}. In the first case, the order
was imposed, and country names had to be joined by a dash. In the relevant articles, these
names did not always appear in this order and when they occurred together in the same
sentence, they were not always adjacent.
For the GL2 model and Topic #322 (‘‘Atomic Energy’’ or ‘‘Fnjvyfnf tythubz’’,
returning four relevant items), the word-based indexing approach produced better AP
(0.6167) than did the decompounding approach (AP = 0.0991). The underlying query was
however identical {the stems were ‘‘fnjvy’’ and ‘‘tythu’’}, but due to the decompounding
scheme the stem ‘‘energy’’ appeared in more documents. Thus the idf value for this search
term was lower, and the resultant ranking was less effective than that of word-based
indexing.
5.5 N-gram indexing strategy
As a language-independent indexing strategy, we might apply an n-gram character toke-
nization approach in which each surface form is subdivided into sequences composed of n
consecutive letters (McNamee and Mayfield 2004). For example, the form ‘‘computers’’
will generate the following 4-grams: ‘‘comp’’, ‘‘ompt’’, ‘‘mput’’, ‘‘pute’’, ‘‘uter’’ and
‘‘ters’’. This indexing approach is usually relatively effective across different languages
and for languages such as Korean or Chinese it could be the best indexing strategy (Abdou
Table 5 MAP for various topic
formulations and indexing
strategies
Mean average precision
\ Indexing T (word) T (decomp) TD (word) TD (decomp)
\ mean size 2.52 2.87 7.48 8.36
GL2 0.2590 0.2633 0.2826 0.2809
Okapi 0.2541 0.2505* 0.2805 0.2735
LM 0.2537 0.2482 0.2822 0.2707
Lnu-ltc 0.2345* 0.2434* 0.2615* 0.2690
tf idf 0.1708* 0.1820* 0.1937* 0.1995*
Difference % 0.7% –1.0%
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and Savoy 2006). Moreover, such an approach does not require the application of a
stemming process before segmenting the surface forms. On the other hand, the n-gram
approach requires a larger inverted file and tends to slow the search process.
During the CLEF-2005 evaluation campaign (Peters et al. 2006), McNamee (2006)
suggests that this indexing scheme be used for the Bulgarian language. In this case, the best
performance was achieved using a 4-gram indexing strategy (MAP 0.3203 vs. 0.2768 for
the 5-gram scheme (McNamee 2006)). We used the same n value in our experiments where
the most frequent n-grams were also removed, based on our suggested stopword list (see
Table A.1 in the Appendix). The mean average precision of this indexing strategy is
depicted in Table 6, together with the word-based approach.
As shown in Table 6 in which the word-based (light stemming) is used as baseline, the
performance differences were usually not statistically significant. The only exception to
this finding was for the LM model with TD queries, where the difference 0.2822 vs. 0.2405
could be viewed as statistically significant. Moreover, retrieval performance usually tended
to be slightly better when using a word-based indexing approach. For example, with the
GL2 model and T queries, the MAP was 0.2590 for the word-based and 0.2421 for the
4-gram indexing scheme (a relative difference of 7%).
A query-by-query analysis revealed that the word-based indexing approach (GL2
model, T queries) produced a better AP for 53 queries, while for 45 other queries the
4-gram indexing strategy performed better (the same AP was obtained with Topic #301
‘‘Nestle´ Brands’’). These values tended to explain why the differences between the two
indexing strategies were usually not statistically significant.
Upon examining larger differences, we found that Topic #320 (‘‘Energy Crises’’, seven
relevant items) resulted in better retrieval performance than did the word-based approach.
In this case, we achieved an AP of 0.6167 (relevant items ranked in positions 1, 2, 3, 8, 15,
24 and 30) vs. 0.0581 for the 4-gram scheme (relevant items ranked in positions 5, 33, 59,
91, 195, 358 and 767). As explained previously, it is important to maintain the longest form
(the adjective, ‘‘tythubqyb’’) in the topic. Generating a 4-gram from this search term (e.g.,
‘‘tyth,’’ ‘‘ythu’’ or ‘‘thub’’) will also match the noun (‘‘tythubz’’), and thus will extract
many non-relevant documents from the corpus.
On the other hand, Topic #255 (‘‘Internet Junkies’’ having three relevant items) with the
4-gram approach obtained an AP of 0.5 while the word-based model produced only an AP
of 0.1139. With the n-gram scheme, the two relevant documents were found in the first and
fourth positions, while for the word-based approach these two articles were ranked in
positions 3 and 239 respectively. The title of this topic was written as ‘‘ghbcnhfcnzdfyt
(addiction) r]v (to) bynthytn (internet)’’. Both main search keywords were found in the
first relevant document, thus explaining their high position under both indexing schemes.
Table 6 MAP for various topic
formulations and indexing
strategies
Mean average precision
\ Indexing T (word) T (4-gram) TD (word) TD (4-gram)
GL2 0.2590 0.2421* 0.2826 0.2630*
Okapi 0.2541 0.2560 0.2805 0.2771
LM 0.2537 0.2325* 0.2822 0.2405*
Lnu-ltc 0.2345* 0.2122* 0.2615* 0.2573*
tf idf 0.1708* 0.1672* 0.1937* 0.1856*
Mean difference % –5.2% –5.7%
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For the second relevant article, only the search term ‘‘internet’’ appeared as it (as well as in
1,217 other documents). The search form for ‘‘addiction’’ (written as ‘‘ghbcnhfcnzdfyt’’ in
the topic) differed in the second relevant item where the form ‘‘ghbcnhfcntyjcnnf’’
appeared (the corresponding document appears in Fig. 1). Because the n-gram indexing
strategy is more robust in the event of slight orthographic or morphological variations, the
4-gram indexing strategy was nevertheless able to find six matches (underlined in the
previous example) between the query term and the form used in the document. This fact
means it is possible for the search engine to rank this particular document higher on the
result list, more precisely in the fourth position in the current case.
5.6 Hard topics
Until now, the mean was the only single measure used for any given search model, under a
specific condition. Although this measure has the advantage of summarizing sample values
into one number, it hides individual performances. For the shortest query formulation (T)
and the GL2 model, Fig. 3 indicates the distribution of individual query performances. In
this figure, the MAP (0.2590) is indicated by a dashed line (standard deviation 0.2424). For
this right-skewed distribution, the minimum AP was 0.0 (Topic #324 ‘‘Supermodels’’)
while the maximum AP was 0.95, obtained by Topic#367 ‘‘East Timor Independence’’.
Under this condition, Topic #324 ‘‘Supermodels’’ proves to be the most difficult topic
(15 relevant documents). Using only the topic title, the query response was limited to one
term occurring in five documents, all of which were judged as non-relevant. Even when
including the descriptive part (containing the related term ‘‘top models’’), the request was
still difficult (AP = 0.0015). All IR models failed to retrieve one relevant item in the top
ten results. The relevant articles usually cited the name of a model (‘‘C. Crawford’’, ‘‘N.
Campbell’’) or used synonyms in Bulgarian language (e.g., ‘‘mannequin’’ meaning also
‘‘top model’’ in Bulgarian).
Another interesting case is Topic #297 ‘‘Expulsion of Diplomats’’, which had five
relevant documents. With T query formulation, this request obtained an AP of 0.0525 (GL2
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model, relevant items ranked in positions 17, 29, 30, 248 and 272). However, using the
same topic formulation with the classical tf idf model, we obtained an AP of 0.1563. The
same query produced clearly two different rankings, but in this case the classical tf idf
performed better (relevant items in positions 4, 17, 21, 118 and 121). The relevant doc-
uments had only one term in common with the query, namely the term ‘‘diplomats’’,
occurring in 1,027 articles. The second query term ‘‘expulsion’’ appeared in 495 docu-
ments, thus having a higher idf value. Although three documents containing both search
terms (‘‘expulsion’’ and ‘‘diplomat’’) were ranked higher in the result list they were judged
not relevant. In these three articles, the search terms did not appear in the same sentence
and were not related (e.g., one document dealt with the expulsion of Saddam and the
arrival of American diplomats).
6 Conclusion
In this paper we describe the most significant linguistic features of the Bulgarian language,
from an IR perspective. Belonging to the Slavic family, this language has a rich mor-
phology and includes the use of suffixes to denote the definite article (the). Using a test
collection extracted from the CLEF 2005 & 2006 test suites containing 99 requests, we
evaluate three probabilistic and two vector-space models. When using the title-only que-
ries, the GL2 model derived from the Divergence from Randomness (Amati and van
Rijsbergen 2002) paradigm tends to result in the most effective retrieval, under a variety of
conditions. However, performance differences between this IR model and the Okapi or the
language model usually tend to be statistically non-significant. When comparing the GL2
model with other vector-space models, the MAP differences are usually significant.
When topic size increases, so does retrieval effectiveness. As shown in Table 2, the
GL2 model having short topic formulations (2.52 search keywords per query on average)
produces a MAP of 0.2590 while for the model having longer topic formulations (in
average 7.48 terms per query) the MAP increases to 0.2826 (enhancement of around 9%).
This paper examines a stopword list composed of 258 entries (forms depicted in
Table A.1 in the Appendix) and compares it with another stopword list composed of 804
forms. The data depicted in Table 3 reveals that performance differences between these
two lists are small and insignificant. Also described in this paper is a light stemming
strategy used to remove only inflectional suffixes (feminine and plural forms, and definite
articles). When compared to IR models that ignore the stemming procedure, the mean
difference is around +30% (see Table 1). We then evaluate a more complex Bulgarian
stemmer based on a large dictionary that removes inflectional and certain derivational
suffixes. Upon comparing the performances achieved by both stemmers (see Table 4), we
do not find any statistically significant differences. Furthermore, various query-by-query
analyses reveal situations in which a one stemming strategy is better than another.
The word-based indexing strategy results in slightly better retrieval effectiveness than
does the indexing method, comprising a decompounding stage (see Table 5) or is clearly
better than an indexing strategy based on a n-gram approach (see Table 6). Finally, the
distribution of the AP for the 99 queries (GL2, T queries) is found to vary, and our analysis
of some of the most difficult topics explains why the search system based on our stopword
list and light stemmer was not able to rank a single relevant retrieved item in the top ten
results.
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Appendix term weighting formulae
When assigning an indexing weight wij to reflect the importance of the term tj in a
document di, the Lnu model is based on the following weighting formula:
wij ¼ ½ðlnðtfijÞ þ 1Þ=ðlnðmean dlÞ þ 1Þ
½ð1  slopeÞ  mean dl þ slope  nti ðA:1Þ
where nti indicates the number of indexing terms included in di, slope is a constant (fixed at
0.1 in our experiments), and mean dl indicates the average document length. The Okapi
model is based on the following weighting formula:
wij ¼ ½ðk1 þ 1Þ  tfij=ðK þ tfijÞ with K ¼ k1  ½ð1  bÞ þ ððb  ntiÞ=mean dlÞ ðA:2Þ
where b, k1, are constants fixed at b = 0.75, k1 = 1.2 in our experiments.
Table A.1 Our Bulgarian stopword list
f lj,hj vt g]hdfnf
fdntynbxty lj,]h vt;le g]hdb
fp ljrfnj vtr g]hdj
frj ljrjuf vty g]nb
fkf ljhb vtctw hfdty
,t ljctuf vb hfdyf
,tp ljcnf vyjuj c
,tit lheu vyjpbyf cf
,b lheuf vjuf cfv
,bdi lheub vjufn cfvj
,bdif t vj;t ct
,bdij tdnby vjr]h ctuf
,bk tldf vjkz cb
,bkf tlby vjvtynf cby
,bkb tlyf ve crjhj
,bkj tlyfrdf y cktl
,kfujlfhz tlyfrdb yf cktldfo
,kbpj tlyfr]d yfl cvt
,]lfn tlyj yfpfl cvz[
,]lt trbg yfq cgjhtl
,z[f tnj yfghfdb chtl
d ;bdjn yfghtl chtoe
dfc pf yfghbvth cnt
dfi pf,fdzv yfc c]v
dfif pfl yt c]c
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Table A.1 continued
dthjznyj pftlyj ytuj c]oj
dtxt pfhflb ytoj n
dptvf pfctuf ytz nfpb
db pfcgfk yb nfrf
dbt pfnjdf ybt nfrbdf
dbyfub pfoj ybrjq nfr]d
dybvfdf pfojnj ybnj nfv
dhtvt b yboj ndjq
dct bp yj nt
dctrb bkb yjd ntpb
dcbxrb bv yjdf nb
dcbxrj bvf yjdb
dczrf bvfn yjdbyf nj
d]d bcrf yzrjb njdf
d]ghtrb q yzrjq njufdf
d]h[e rfpf yzrjkrj njpb
u rfr yzvf njq
ub rfrdf j,fxt njkrjdf
ukfdty rfrdj jrjkj njxyj
ukfdyf rfrnj jcdty nhb
ukfdyj rfr]d jcj,tyj nhz,df
ukfc rfnj jn ner
uj rjuf jnujht n]q
ujlbyf rjufnj jnyjdj nz
ujlbyb rjtnj jot nz[
ujlbity rjbnj gfr e
l rjq gj enht
lf rjqnj gjdtxt [fhtcdf
lfkb rjkrj gjdtxtnj [bkzlb
ldf rjznj gjl x
ldfvf r]lt gjyt xfcf
ldfvfnf r]ltnj gjhflb xt
ldt r]v gjckt xtcnj
ldtnt ktcty gjxnb xhtp
lty ktcyj ghfdb ot
lytc kb ghtl ojv
lyb kji ghtlb .vher
lj v ghtp z
lj,hf vfq ghb zr
lj,ht vfkrj g]r
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Table A.2 Our light Bulgarian stemmer
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